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ABSTRACT
Background Transcatheter edge- to- edge mitral valve 
repair (TMVr) improves symptoms and survival for 
patients with heart failure with reduced left ventricular 
ejection fraction (HFrEF) and severe secondary mitral 
regurgitation despite guideline- recommended medical 
therapy (GRMT). Whether TMVr is cost- effective from 
a UK National Health Service (NHS) perspective is 
unknown.
Methods We used patient- level data from the 
Cardiovascular Outcomes Assessment of the MitraClip 
Percutaneous Therapy for Heart Failure Patients with 
Functional Mitral Regurgitation (COAPT) trial to perform 
a cost- effectiveness analysis of TMVr +GRMT versus 
GRMT alone from an NHS perspective. Costs for the 
TMVr procedure were based on standard English tariffs 
and device costs. Subsequent costs were estimated 
based on data acquired during the trial. Health utilities 
were estimated using the Short- Form 6- Dimension 
Health Survey.
Results Costs for the index procedural hospitalisation 
were £18 781, of which £16 218 were for the TMVr 
device. Over 2- year follow- up, TMVr reduced subsequent 
costs compared with GRMT (£10 944 vs £14 932, 
p=0.006), driven mainly by reductions in heart failure 
hospitalisations; nonetheless, total 2- year costs remained 
higher with TMVr (£29 165 vs £14 932, p<0.001). When 
survival, health utilities and costs were projected over a 
lifetime, TMVr was projected to increase life expectancy 
by 1.57 years and quality- adjusted life expectancy 
by 1.12 quality- adjusted life- years (QALYs) at an 
incremental cost of £21 980, resulting in an incremental 
cost- effectiveness ratio (ICER) of £23 270 per QALY 
gained (after discounting). If the benefits of TMVr 
observed in the first 2 years were maintained without 
attenuation, the ICER improved to £12 494 per QALY.
Conclusions For patients with HFrEF and severe 
secondary mitral regurgitation similar to those enrolled 
in COAPT, TMVr increases life expectancy and quality- 
adjusted life expectancy compared with GRMT at 
an ICER that represents good value from an NHS 
perspective.

For patients with heart failure with reduced ejec-
tion fraction (HFrEF) and severe secondary mitral 
regurgitation (MR), the Cardiovascular Outcomes 
Assessment of the MitraClip Percutaneous Therapy 
for Heart Failure Patients with Functional Mitral 
Regurgitation (COAPT) trial showed that edge- 
to- edge transcatheter mitral valve repair (TMVr), 

when added to guideline- recommended medical 
therapy (GRMT),1 2 improved quality of life (QoL) 
and reduced hospitalisations for heart failure 
(HHF) and mortality. A cost- effectiveness anal-
ysis from a US healthcare perspective found that 
the incremental cost- effectiveness ratio (ICER) 
for TMVr was ~$55 000 per quality- adjusted life- 
years (QALY) gained compared with GRMT, which 
is considered reasonably cost- effective from a US 
perspective.3 4 However, there is little informa-
tion regarding the cost- effectiveness of TMVr in 
other healthcare systems that may differ in terms 
of resource utilisation patterns, costs, population 
life expectancy and values assigned to health states. 
To address this gap in knowledge, we performed 
a cost- effectiveness analysis of TMVr from a UK 
National Health Service (NHS) perspective.

METHODS
Design and Patient population
This study was based on individual- patient data 
from the COAPT trial and is reported according 
to Consolidated Health Economic Evaluation 
Reporting Standards (CHEERS) guidelines.5 COAPT 
( clinicaltrials. gov identifier NCT 01626079) 
enrolled patients with symptomatic heart failure, 
left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) 20%–50% 
and severe (3+ or 4+) secondary MR. After opti-
misation of GRMT, patients were randomised to 
receive either TMVr using the MitraClip device + 
GRMT (hereafter referred to as TMVr) or GRMT 
alone. Patients were followed up for 2 years, after 
which patients assigned to GRMT were allowed to 
undergo TMVr.

Ethics
The trial was approved by relevant institutional 
review boards, and informed consent was obtained 
from all patients. The economic analysis was 
approved by the institutional review board at Saint 
Luke’s Hospital of Kansas City.

Analytic overview
The study design was similar to the US cost- 
effectiveness analysis,3 included all randomised 
patients, and was analysed according to intention- 
to- treat. Detailed medical resource utilisation, vital 
status and QoL were recorded using standardised 
case report forms from randomisation through 
2- year follow- up. Observed within- trial data were 
then used to project patient- level survival, health 
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utilities and costs over a lifetime perspective. Cost- effectiveness 
was calculated both as cost per QALY gained and cost per life- 
year gained (LYG).

Within-trial costs
Within- trial costs were assessed in 2019 pounds sterling (£) using 
measured resource utilisation and unit costs appropriate to the 
UK NHS. For the initial TMVr procedure and hospitalisation, 
costs were assigned based on standard English tariffs for elec-
tive and urgent admissions (£2514 and £4869, respectively) and 
the current cost of the TMVr device (£16 500 per procedure, 
regardless of the number of devices used). Costs for additional 
resources and physician services during the index hospitalisa-
tion were not assessed because these costs are included in the 
tariff. For each subsequent hospitalisation, principal diagnosis, 
major procedures and admission status (elective or unplanned) 
were recorded. Costs were then calculated using NHS National 
Payment by Results (PbR) tariffs.6 Costs for emergency depart-
ment visits were assigned based on the tariff for Emergency Medi-
cine (Category 3 investigation with Category 1–3 treatment). 
Medication costs were based on the British National Formu-
lary.7 Costs associated with inpatient rehabilitation services and 
skilled- nursing facility stays were assigned based on mean length 
of stay multiplied by NHS reference costs.8

Estimates of life-years gained and quality-adjusted life-years
Projected survival beyond 2 years was estimated separately for 
the TMVr and GRMT groups. For the GRMT group, 2- year 
survival was compared with expected age- adjusted and sex- 
adjusted mortality using UK life- tables9 to calculate a calibra-
tion factor (relative mortality hazard). For each 2- year survivor, 
life expectancy beyond 2 years (or the last observed follow- up) 
was then estimated from recalibrated life- tables.3 10 11 Long- term 
survival for 2- year survivors in the TMVr group was estimated in 
a similar fashion after applying the HR for mortality after TMVr 
versus GRMT based on landmark analysis of trial data between 
30 days and 2 years.

QoL was assessed at baseline and at 1, 6, 12 and 24 months 
using the Short- Form 36 health- status instrument (SF- 36). Indi-
vidual responses were converted to utility weights for the UK 
population,12 and QALYs were calculated as the time- weighted 
average of utility values. Utilities after the within- trial period 
were estimated from a linear regression model adjusted for age, 
sex, baseline utility, treatment group, stroke and left ventricular 
assist device (LVAD) or cardiac transplantation. QALYs beyond 
the in- trial period were calculated by multiplying estimated 
survival (within 30- day intervals) by predicted utilities.

Similar to utilities, future healthcare costs were estimated on 
the basis of a linear regression model (which included age, sex 
and treatment group as covariates) derived from observed costs 
in the second year after randomisation.

Statistical analysis
Continuous data are reported as mean±SD or median with 
25th and 75th percentiles and compared by t- tests or Wilcoxon 
rank- sum tests as appropriate. Categorical data are reported as 
frequencies and compared by Fisher’s exact test. Cost data are 
reported as both mean and median values and compared using 
non- parametric bootstrapping (1000 replicates). Time- to- event 
data are reported as 2- year Kaplan- Meier estimates and were 
compared using a Cox proportional hazards model. To account 
for patient dropout, methods for the analysis of censored data 
were used to estimate costs, resource use and utilities at each 

follow- up timepoint,13 and bootstrapping was used to calculate 
confidence intervals associated with these estimates.14 Group 
means and between- group differences for projected LYG, QALYs 
and lifetime costs were generated with bootstrap resampling. All 
analyses were performed using SAS V.9.4 (SAS Institute). For 
all comparisons, a p value <0.05 was considered statistically 
significant. By contractual arrangement with the study sponsor, 
patient- level data will not be shared.

Cost-effectiveness analysis
For the purposes of cost- effectiveness analyses, all future 
costs and health benefits were discounted at 3.5% per year.15 
ICERs were calculated as the difference in discounted lifetime 
costs divided by the difference in discounted LYG or QALYs. 
Uncertainty in the joint distribution of these differences and the 
resulting ICERs was estimated using bootstrap resampling.

Since the duration of the survival, QoL and follow- up cost 
benefits of TMVr beyond the 2- year trial period are unknown, 
three scenarios were considered. The base- case analysis assumed 
that the benefits of TMVr decreased in a linear fashion from 
year 2 to year 5, such that there was no further benefit of TMVr 
beyond year 5. Two alternative scenarios were also modelled 
under the assumptions that the benefits of TMVr observed at 
the end of the trial period remained constant throughout the 
patient’s lifetime (best- case scenario) or that the in- trial benefits 
of TMVr did not extend beyond 2 years (worst- case scenario).

To account for differences in practice between the USA 
(where the trial was conducted) and the UK, we also performed 
a sensitivity analysis in which patients who underwent LVAD 
placement or cardiac transplantation at age >65 years were 
assumed to have died rather than receiving these interventions. 
Because some guidelines recommend that cost- effectiveness 
analyses exclude unrelated costs in future years, we performed 
a sensitivity analysis using this approach. Finally, lifetime cost- 
effectiveness was estimated for subgroups according to sex, age, 
Society of Thoracic Surgeons Mortality Risk score, severity of 
tricuspid regurgitation, LVEF, type of cardiomyopathy (isch-
aemic vs non- ischaemic), severity of MR and symptom severity.

Patient involvement
Patients were not directly involved in the design or conduct of 
the COAPT trial or the associated economic analysis.

RESULTS
Patient population
Altogether, 614 patients were enrolled in COAPT and 
randomised to either TMVr +GRMT (n=302) or GRMT alone 
(n=312). Baseline characteristics were well matched (online 
supplemental table A). Median age was 74 years, most patients 
were male, and most patients had multiple comorbidities.

Index hospitalisation costs
Of the 302 patients assigned to TMVr, implantation was 
attempted in 293, with a median procedure duration of 171 min 
(table 1). The mean cost of the index hospitalisation was 
£18 781 (median £19 014), of which £16 218 (median £16 218) 
was related to the TMVr device, itself, with the remaining 
£2562 (median £2514) reflecting the tariff for the procedure 
and hospitalisation.

Follow-up clinical outcomes, resource use and costs
At 2 years, all- cause mortality (28.2% vs 43.0%), HHF (34.8% 
vs 56.4%) and the composite of death or HHF (44.8% vs 67.0%) 
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were lower with TMVr compared with GRMT alone (table 2; all 
p<0.001). The rates of other clinical endpoints including stroke, 
myocardial infarction (MI) or mitral valve (re- )intervention were 
similar between groups. Hospitalisations (per 100 patients) were 
reduced from 217 in the GRMT group to 169 in the TMVr 
group, driven largely by a reduction in HHF (table 2). There 
were also fewer other cardiovascular and non- cardiovascular 
hospitalisations, emergency department visits and HF- related 

office visits in the TMVr group. As a result, follow- up costs 
were reduced by £3988 per patient with TMVr compared with 
GRMT (95% CI for difference, £1257 to £6933; p=0.006). 
However, when combined with the costs of TMVr, total 2- year 
costs for the TMVr group were higher than for GRMT alone 
(£29 165 vs £14 932; mean difference £14 233 (95% CI £11 324 
to £16 910); p<0.001).

In-trial utilities and QALYs
Mean in- trial survival duration was greater with TMVr than with 
GRMT (1.62 years vs 1.46 years) as were utility scores (online 
supplemental table B). As a result, in- trial QALYs were 1.15 
years vs 1.00 years for TMVr and GRMT, respectively (mean 
difference 0.14 QALYs (95% CI 0.07 to 0.21); p<0.001).

Lifetime projections
Under our base- case assumptions (which assumed gradual loss of 
benefit after 2 years), undiscounted life expectancy was projected 
to be 6.56 years with TMVr and 4.98 years with GRMT (mean 
difference 1.57 years, 95% CI 0.62 to 2.59; figure 1). Quality- 
adjusted life expectancy was projected to be 4.31 and 3.19 
QALYs with TMVr and GRMT, respectively (mean difference 
1.12 QALYs, 95% CI 0.48 to 1.80). Finally, discounted lifetime 
medical costs were projected to be £59 970 and £37 990 for the 
TMVr and GRMT groups, a difference of £21 980 (95% CI 
£14 760 to £29 248).

Cost-effectiveness analyses
Figure 2A shows the joint distributions of the projected differ-
ences in discounted lifetime costs and QALYs based on bootstrap 
replication. Based on these projections, the ICER for TMVr vs 

Table 1 Index hospitalisation resource use and costs for patients 
who underwent attempted TMVr

Resource category
TMVr
(n=293)

Procedure duration (min) 171±110

Length of stay (days)

  ICU 0.6±1.2 (0)

  Non- ICU 1.9±2.0 (1)

  Total 2.5±2.3 (2)

Index hospitalisation events

  Death 4 (1.4%)

  MI 1 (0.3%)

  Stroke 1 (0.3%)

  Repeat mitral valve procedure 0 (0%)

  Vascular complication

Index hospitalisation costs (£)

  MitraClip devices 16 218±2141 (16 500)

  Hospital tariff 2562±334 (2514)

  Total index admission costs 18 781±2173 (19 014)

Values are mean±SD (median).
ICU, intensive care unit; MI, myocardial infarction ; TMVr, transcatheter edge- to- edge mitral 
valve repair.

Table 2 Followup clinical outcomes, resource use and costs at 2 years

TMVr
n=302

GRMT
n=312

HR or
difference (95% CI) P value

2- Year clinical outcomes*

  Death (n, %) 83 (28.2) 125 (43.0) 0.62 (0.47 to 0.82) <0.001

  Stroke (n, %) 11 (4.2) 15 (6.5) 0.70 (0.32 to 1.52) 0.367

  MI (n, %) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (NA) NA

  Repeat valve intervention (n, %) 1 (0.4) 6 (2.1) 0.17 (0.02 to 1.40) 0.099

Hospitalisations (any)† 169 (147 to 191) 217 (195 to 241) −48 (−84 to −16) 0.004

  Heart failure† 57 (44 to 70) 96 (82 to 111) −38 (−60 to −18) <0.001

  Cardiovascular but not heart failure† 33 (26 to 41) 37 (30 to 45) −4 (−14 to 6) 0.528

  Non- cardiovascular† 79 (66 to 92) 85 (71 to 100) −6 (−27 to 13) 0.52

Hospital days† 1050 (835 to 1283) 1372 (1166 to 1616) −322 (−653 to 5) 0.056

SNF/rehab days† 366 (311 to 423) 471 (409 to 537) −105 (−194 to −15) 0.02

Emergency room visits† 52 (41 to 65) 56 (43 to 70) −4 (−20 to 13) 0.684

Heart failure- related office visits† 98 (70 to 132) 119 (87 to 155) −20 (−67 to 30) 0.4

Costs (£)

  Hospitalisations 8213 (6579 to 9988) 11 935 (10 065 to 14 080) −3722 (−6477 to −1106) 0.004

  Outpatient services 2730 (2466 to 2996) 2996 (2646 to 3358) −266 (−707 to 185) 0.252

   SNF/rehab services 436 (371 to 504) 561 (488 to 641) −125 (−232 to −18) 0.02

   Medications 2012 (1770 to 2265) 2111 (1786 to 2460) −99 (−507 to 320) 0.672

   ED visits 130 (104 to 163) 140 (109 to 176) −10 (- 50 to 32) 0.684

   Heart failure- related office visits 152 (108 to 205) 184 (135 to 240) −32 (−104 to 46) 0.4

Total follow- up costs (£) 10 944 (9254 to 12 775) 14 932 (12 981 to 17 027) −3988 (−6933 to −1257) 0.006

Cumulative 2- year costs (£) 29 165 (27 541 to 31 054) 14 932 (12 981 to 17 027) 14 233 (11 324 to 16 910) <0.001

Values are percentages or mean (95% CI) and are adjusted for censoring.
*Two- year outcomes differ slightly from those published previously (3), which were based on incomplete follow- up in 18% of surviving patients (due to administrative censoring). Proportions of 
patients with each event are based on 2- year Kaplan- Meier estimates with HRs and p values derived from Cox proportional hazards models.
†Resource counts include recurrent events and are expressed per 100 patients.
ED, emergency department; HF, heart failure; MI, myocardial infarction; SNF, skilled nursing facility.
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GRMT was £23 270 per QALY gained. The probability that 
TMVr would provide high economic value (ie, ICER <£20 000 
per QALY gained) was 18%, while the probability that TMVr 
would provide good economic value (ICER <£30 000 per QALY 
gained) was 89% (figure 3). When benefits were assessed in life- 
years rather than QALYs, the ICER was £17 140 per LYG, and 
the probabilities that the ICER was <£20 000 or <£30 000 per 
LYG were 76% and 96%, respectively (figures 2B and 3).

Sensitivity and subgroup analyses
Varying assumptions regarding the duration of benefit of 
TMVr resulted in modest alterations in estimated ICERs 
(table 3). Under the best- case scenario, TMVr was associated 
with an ICER of £12 494 per QALY, while the ICER increased 
to £28 607 per QALY under our worst- case scenario—differ-
ences that were driven mainly by projected changes in life 

expectancy gains with TMVr. The ICER for TMVr improved 
slightly to £22 241 per QALY gained if we assumed that patients 
who underwent cardiac transplantation or LVAD placement at 
age >65 years would have died rather than receiving these treat-
ments in the UK. If the cost of the TMVr device was reduced, 
TMVr cost- effectiveness improved (figure 4). At a device cost of 
£13 200 (20% less than the current cost), the ICER for TMVr 
was projected to be <£20 000 per QALY. However, even if the 
TMVr device was offered for free, TMVr was not projected to 
reduce lifetime healthcare costs compared with GRMT alone. 
Finally, if costs unrelated to HF in future years were ignored, 
the ICER for TMVr decreased to £15 661 per QALY, and the 
probability that TMVr would be cost- effective at a threshold of 
£20 000 per QALY improved to 79%.

Subgroup analyses are summarised in table 4. Results were 
generally consistent, with ICERs <£30 000 per QALY across 
subgroups stratified by sex, MR severity, tricuspid regurgitation 

Figure 1 Survival projections for transcatheter mitral valve repair 
(TMVr) and guideline- recommended medical therapy (GRMT). Survival 
probability projections based on 2- year observed outcomes and 
recalibrated life- tables for TMVr base case (red), TMVr best case (purple 
dash), TMVr worst case (green dash) and GRMT (blue). See the Methods 
section for details of projections and scenarios.

Figure 2 Joint distribution of lifetime incremental cost and quality- adjusted life- years for transcatheter mitral valve repair versus guideline- 
recommended medical therapy. Incremental lifetime costs and benefits with TMVr versus GRMT are plotted on the cost- effectiveness plane with 
benefits expressed as quality- adjusted life- years (QALYs, A) and life- years (LYs, B). The solid red circle represents base- case estimates, the surrounding 
dots represent individual results for 1000 replicates of the study using bootstrap resampling, and the diagonal lines represent willingness- to- pay 
thresholds of £30 000 (solid green), £20 000 (dashed yellow) and £40 000 (dashed blue) per QALY or LY gained. The base- case results demonstrated 
a gain of 0.82 QALYs and 1.17 LYs at an incremental cost of £19 128 per patient (after discounting), resulting in ICERs of £23 270 per QALY (A) and 
£17 140 per LY gained (B). Points above and to the left of the diagonal threshold lines represent ICERs greater than the threshold (unfavourable) and 
points below and to the right of the threshold lines represent ICERs less than the threshold (acceptable).

Figure 3 Cost- effectiveness acceptability curves for transcatheter 
mitral valve repair versus guideline recommended medical therapy. The 
graph displays the probability that TMVr is cost- effective, calculated 
as the proportion of bootstrap iterations that fall below a given 
cost- effectiveness threshold, plotted across a range of possible cost- 
effectiveness thresholds expressed as both £ per QALY gained and £ per 
LY gained. LY, life year; QALY, quality- adjusted life- year.
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severity and New York Heart Association (NYHA) class. There 
was moderate heterogeneity in other subgroups, however, with 
ICERs >£30 000 per QALY for patients aged ≥75, patients with 
LVEF ≥30%, and those with ischaemic heart disease (with ICERs 
<£20 000 per QALY for each of the complementary subgroups). 
Results were generally similar when cost- effectiveness was 
expressed in terms of cost per LYG (online supplemental tables 
C and D).

DISCUSSION
In this study using data from individual participants in the 
COAPT trial, we found that TMVr for HFrEF and severe 
secondary MR was reasonably cost- effective from a UK NHS 
perspective. In the 2 years after TMVr, costs were reduced by 

nearly £4000 compared with GRMT alone, partially offset-
ting the initial costs of TMVr. Nonetheless, total 2- year costs 
remained ~£14 000/patient higher with TMVr. When in- trial 
results were projected over a lifetime horizon, TMVr was asso-
ciated with substantial gains in life expectancy and QALYs, 
resulting in life- time incremental cost- effectiveness ratios of 
£17 140 per life- year gained and £23 270 per QALY gained—
values that are considered cost- effective by the National Insti-
tute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) in the UK (ie, £20 
000–£30 000 per QALY gained).15

Two previous studies have examined the cost- effectiveness of 
TMVr from a UK perspective. An analysis using data from the 
EVEREST II trial found that the ICER for TMVr compared with 
GRMT for patients who were not candidates for mitral valve 
surgery was ~£13 600 per QALY gained. However, this analysis 
was based on patients with a mixture of primary and secondary 
MR and compared outcomes with historical controls. More 
recently, a disease- simulation model based on published aggre-
gate data from the COAPT trial reported an ICER of £30 057 
per QALY16—somewhat less favourable than our results despite 
assuming that the 2- year benefits of TMVr would persist indef-
initely. The less- favourable ICER in this model- based analysis 
may reflect their markedly lower costs for GRMT (£10 704) 
based on a ‘typical’ HFrEF population compared with our anal-
ysis (£31 902), where costs were based on individual- patient data 
from the COAPT trial.

Our results should also be compared with economic evalua-
tions of other cardiovascular therapies in the UK. Several studies 
have found that the ICER for transcatheter aortic valve inter-
vention ranges from £12 000 to £14 000 per QALY gained for 
patients with severe, symptomatic aortic stenosis (AS) who are 
not candidates for surgical valve replacement.17 18 However, 
these analyses excluded the costs of unrelated conditions, a 
common practice when disease- simulation models (rather than 
patient- level data) are used to evaluate cost- effectiveness. When 
these costs were excluded from our analysis, the ICER for TMVr 
was ~£16 000 per QALY.

Table 3 Projected lifetime costs, QALYs and incremental cost- effectiveness ratios under base- case assumptions and sensitivity analyses

Lifetime costs QALYs
ICER
(£ per QALY)

Probability < 
£20 000 per 
QALY

Probability < 
£30 000 per QALYTMVr GRMT Δ TMVr GRMT Δ

Base case £51 029 £31 902 £19 128 3.42 2.6 0.82 £23 270 18% 89%

Discount rate

  0% £59 970 £37 990 £21 980 4.31 3.19 1.12 £19 607 57% 96%

  5% £47 996 £29 655 £18 311 3.11 2.38 0.73 £25 015 8% 82%

TMVr device cost

  £0 £35 294 £31 902 £3393 3.42 2.6 0.82 £4128 100% 100%

  £13 200 (−20%) £47 882 £31 902 £15 981 3.42 2.6 0.82 £19 442 59% 96%

  £19 800 (+20%) £54 176 £31 902 £22 275 3.42 2.6 0.82 £27 099 3% 70%

Index procedure costs*

  ↓ 50% £49 786 £31 902 £17 885 3.42 2.6 0.82 £21 758 32% 93%

  ↑ 50% £52 272 £31 902 £20 371 3.42 2.6 0.82 £24 782 9% 83%

Varying benefit of TMVr

  ‘Best case’ scenario† £49 881 £31 902 £17 979 4.04 2.6 1.44 £12 494 99% 100%

  ‘Worst case’ scenario‡ £51 240 £31 902 £19 338 3.27 2.6 0.68 £28 607 2% 60%

Heart transplant/LVAD=death £50 389 £30 862 £19 528 3.34 2.47 0.88 £22 241 26% 92%

Excluding non- HF- related costs in years 
of life added

£44 774 £31 902 £12 873 3.42 2.6 0.82 £15 661 79% 97%

*Excluding the cost of the TMVr device.
†Best case scenario: Survival benefit, health status benefit and cost benefit observed at 2 years remains constant throughout patient’s lifetime.
‡Worst case scenario: No further survival benefit, health status benefit or cost benefit after 2 years (ie, HR=1; Δcost=0; Δ utilities=0).
GRMT, guideline- directed medical therapy; ICER, incremental cost- effectiveness ratio; QALY, quality adjusted life- year; TMVr, transcatheter mitral valve repair; Δ, difference.

Figure 4 Sensitivity analysis—impact of alternative costs for the 
transcatheter edge- to- edge mitral valve repair (TMVr) device on the 
incremental cost- effectiveness ratio for TMVr compared with guideline- 
recommended medical therapy (GRMT). Red line=ICER in cost per QALY 
gained; blue line=ICER in cost per LY gained. ICER, incremental cost- 
effectiveness ratio.
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Comparison of TMVr with other device- based therapies for 
patients with advanced heart failure is also instructive. Patient- 
level analysis of the cost- effectiveness of cardiac resynchroni-
sation therapy- pacemakers (CRT- P) versus GRMT for patients 
with NYHA class III/IV HFrEF found that life- time ICER for 
CRT was ~£6000 per QALY gained.19 20 When a CRT plus 
implantable cardioverter- defibrillator (CRT- ICD) device was 
compared with CRT- P, however, the lifetime ICER increased 
to ~£40 000 per QALY gained. Cost- effectiveness analyses of 
destination LVADs for end- stage HFrEF have reported ICERs 
consistently >£50 000 per QALY gained.21 22

Clinical and policy implications
Our study provides several important insights that may inform 
future clinical and health policy decisions. In addition to the 
device cost, one of the most important factors in determining 
the cost- effectiveness of TMVr is the duration of benefit. In 
our base- case analysis, we assumed that the benefits of TMVr 
decrease gradually after 2 years of treatment; under these 
conditions, the ICER for TMVr versus GRMT was ~£23 000 
per QALY gained. However, if the benefit of TMVr relative to 
GRMT persists long term, the ICER was much more favourable 
at ~£12 000 per QALY.

The sensitivity of our results to assumptions regarding dura-
bility of benefit emphasises the importance of competing risks 
in determining the cost- effectiveness of TMVr. For frail elderly 
patients, those with end- stage disease or life- threatening comor-
bidities, the cost- effectiveness of TMVr may be substantially 
less favourable than was observed in COAPT. Indeed, we iden-
tified several subgroups for which the ICER for TMVr exceeded 

£30 000 per QALY gained including patients aged ≥75 or 
those with LVEF ≥30% for whom the gain in life expectancy 
compared with GRMT was small. For patients aged ≥75, this 
reflected their poor prognosis despite intervention. For patients 
with LVEF ≥30%, the small increase in life expectancy reflects 
their intrinsically better prognosis even in the absence of TMVr. 
Conversely, the ICERs for younger patients and those with 
LVEF <30% were much more favourable. It is important to 
recognise that these subgroup analyses are relatively unstable, 
however, given their small sample sizes.

Limitations
Our study should be considered in light of several limitations. 
First, the COAPT trial was conducted entirely within the USA. 
As such, we used several approaches to adapt the results for the 
UK. With respect to outcomes, projections beyond the trial time 
horizon were based on UK- specific life- tables (calibrated to the 
trial population), and individual health utilities were derived 
from a UK- specific algorithm.12 Costs were assessed in a similar 
fashion by using NHS- specific tariffs to assign costs to all health-
care resources. Thus, the main assumption of the economic anal-
ysis is that the pattern of clinical outcomes (including HHF and 
mortality) would be similar between the UK and US healthcare 
systems— an assumption that has been used by many previous 
economic analyses.10 11 23

Importantly, our lifetime projections of survival, QoL and 
costs beyond the trial period are uncertain and are unlikely to 
be validated by additional follow- up, because the study protocol 
allowed for cross- over to TMVr after 2 years. We therefore eval-
uated a range of alternative assumptions regarding the duration 

Table 4 Subgroup analyses (benefit in QALYs)

Lifetime costs (£) QALYs
ICER
(£per QALY)

Probability < £20 000 
per QALY

Probability < 
£30 000 per QALYTMVr GRMT Δ TMVr GRMT Δ

Base case 51 029 31 902 19 128 3.42 2.6 0.82 23 270 18% 89%

Age

  <75 (n=323) 66 282 45 729 20 553 4.82 3.61 1.22 16 916 80% 97%

  ≥75 (n=291) 34 804 15 977 18 827 1.93 1.43 0.5 38 034 0% 18%

Sex

  Male (n=393) 45 915 26 980 18 935 2.95 2.2 0.76 25 046 11% 75%

  Female (n=221) 61 341 39 777 21 564 4.36 3.23 1.13 19 134 55% 90%

STS risk score

  <8 (=352) 62 115 40 875 21 240 4.46 3.36 1.1 19 309 59% 96%

  ≥8 (n=262) 35 679 20 289 15 390 1.98 1.61 0.37 41 821 1% 19%

Aetiology of cardiomyopathy

  Ischaemic (n=373) 43 221 26 635 16 586 2.79 2.25 0.54 30 715 3% 49%

  Non- ischaemic (n=241) 63 215 39 994 23 221 4.4 2.13 1.27 18 270 65% 94%

Baseline LVEF

  <30% (n=274) 55 549 34 046 21 504 3.8 2.42 1.39 15 482 91% 100%

  ≥30% (n=301) 47 761 30 143 17 618 3.16 2.74 0.42 41 650 3% 24%

Baseline mitral regurgitation

  3+ (n=320) 50 443 32 168 18 275 3.47 2.75 0.72 25 453 14% 69%

  4+ (n=293) 51 651 31 431 20 220 3.38 2.38 1 20 301 47% 90%

Baseline tricuspid regurgitation

  Moderate or severe (n=98) 48 181 28 198 19 982 3.41 1.73 1.68 11 908 97% 99%

  Mild or less (n=501) 51 444 32 436 19 008 3.41 2.73 0.68 28 077 3% 59%

NYHA class

  I or II (n=240) 55 016 34 940 20 076 3.83 3.02 0.82 24 603 23% 68%

  III (n=322) 46 750 30 301 16 449 3.07 2.42 0.65 25 345 15% 68%

  IV (n=51) 58 186 29 001 29 185 3.32 2.04 1.28 22 819 32% 70%

GRMT, guideline- directed medical therapy; ICER, incremental cost- effectiveness ratio; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; NYHA, New York Heart Association; QALY, quality adjusted life- year; 
TMVr, transcatheter mitral valve repair; Δ, difference.
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of benefits and found that, even under conservative assumptions, 
TMVr was cost- effective. We did not consider the Mitra- FR 
trial, since post- hoc analyses suggest that this trial may have 
enrolled rather different patients from COAPT.24 25 We also did 
not consider mitral valve surgery as an alternative therapeutic 
option, since it is not recommended for secondary MR by 
current US or European guidelines.26 27

CONCLUSIONS
For patients similar to those enrolled in the COAPT trial, TMVr 
improves both life expectancy and QoL compared with GRMT 
alone and is cost- effective in the context of the UK NHS. Future 
research should focus on identifying patient subgroups who 
derive the greatest long- term benefit from TMVr in order to 
optimise the cost- effectiveness of this evolving therapy.

Key messages

What is already known on this subject?
 ► For patients with heart failure with reduced left ventricular 
ejection fraction (HFrEF) and severe secondary mitral 
regurgitation who remain symptomatic despite guideline- 
recommended medical therapy (GRMT), edge- to- edge 
transcatheter mitral valve repair (TMVr) improves quality of 
life, and reduces both hospitalisations and death compared 
with GRMT alone.

 ► Previous studies have demonstrated that this therapy is 
reasonably cost- effective (but not cost saving) from the 
perspective of the US healthcare system, but the extent to 
which these findings can be extrapolated to other healthcare 
environments is unknown.

What might this study add?
 ► In this study, we found that TMVr using edge- to- edge repair 
was reasonably cost- effective from the perspective of the UK 
National Health Service.

 ► Although TMVr was not cost saving in either the short or long 
term, by improving survival and quality of life, TMVr provided 
good economic value compared with many other medical and 
procedural therapies.

How might this impact on clinical practice?
 ► These findings, which are derived from patient- level data 
from the COAPT (Cardiovascular Outcomes Assessment 
of the MitraClip Percutaneous Therapy for Heart Failure 
Patients with Functional Mitral Regurgitation) trial, the 
largest randomised trial of TMVr to date, suggest that this 
therapy should be funded by the National Health Service 
for appropriately selected patients (ie, those similar to the 
patients enrolled in COAPT).
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